V-LOCITYLOCITY- BEST RESULTS FOR HYPERHYPER-V

“V-locity solves problems before they occur; they can run more machines, faster. The
synchronization of the host and guest is a huge benefit as well as the ability to compact VHD files. I
purchase V-locity because the benefits are incredible. The ability to “Set it and Forget it” and be
assured of not seeing impact to the Hyper-V guests is enough to sell me, but Condusiv Technologies
goes beyond that. The ability to get rid of white space in VHD files is very important to me because I
have had to leave large amounts of wasted space in place.”
Rick Gordon,
Gordon, Field Technical Support, HP Enterprise Services, FranklinCovey

“V-locity benefits such as reduced operating costs and extended hardware life are interconnected.
We see lower maintenance costs because of machine slowdowns and a greater lifespan for drives.
“In our Hyper-V environment, we were starting to have longer response times from our file servers.
After installing V-locity we’ve noticed a performance increase in the desktops and a large gain in our
Hyper-V environment. V-locity is easy to maintain and support.
“The visible part is less crashes and better overall stability, even in low space drive computers. Our
computers are two years old and still don't suffer from heavy fragmentation. We rely mainly on server
side data, so the big difference was in our virtualized platform.”
António Soares, Responsável,
Responsável Fertagus - Travessia do Tejo, Transportes S.A.
“I have installed V-locity and love it. I installed V-locity first on the Hyper-V servers that I consider to
be critical. V-locity is one of those set-and-forget type utilities that just works. It does a great job with
no intervention from me. I’m busy so I want a product I can trust to work on its own while returning
the best possible results and Condusiv Technologies products do just that.”
Jeff Ferrell, Systems Administrator, Knoxville Community Development
“We have been a customer for years, and when we began the switch to virtualization using Hyper-V,
V-locity was suggested to help improve performance of the VMs. V-locity has proven to be a valuable
tool in our virtual environment. Much like Diskeeper, this is a “Set It and Forget It” type of software.
The IntelliWrite technology is a huge factor in the overall great disk performance we are seeing on
our virtual platforms by preventing most fragmentation from ever occurring. Also, InvisiTasking
helps ensure that the defrag process doesn't affect other VMs. We are very pleased with the steady
performance state we are seeing from our VMs due to the implementation of V-locity.”
Faye Jasman, Network Administrator, Canal Insurance Company
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